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Persian Nobles Vol1
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Mona Goodarzi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Iranology
Publish Date: 2017
837 Pages
Dimension: 35x25
ISBN: 978-600-90116-1-2



Book About:

The Book “Persian Nobles” is the result of 7 years continuous efforts of an outstanding team of skilled and well-respected university
professors, prepared in 1700 pages, two volumes and in both English and Persian languages; The present publication is chiefly
comprised of information about the history and old civilization of Iran from 8000 years ago followed by 1200 Iranian figures whose
achievements in various fields of science, literature, philosophy, arts, medicine, engineering, and sports have influenced humanity far
beyond the borders of their glorious land. The book “Persian Nobles”, tries to reflect a brief information of what these Global
intellectuals did to the world around. This book represents more than 1,200 celebrities of This Land at home and abroad along with a
summary of their biographies who have always brought the message of peace and humanity of their nation to other people.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Persian Nobles Vol2
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Mona Goodarzi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Iranology
Publish Date: 2017
827 Pages
Dimension: 35x25
ISBN: 978-600-90116-2-9



Book About:

The Book “Persian Nobles” is the result of 7 years continuous efforts of an outstanding team of skilled and well-respected university
professors, prepared in 1700 pages, two volumes and in both English and Persian languages; The present publication is chiefly
comprised of information about the history and old civilization of Iran from 8000 years ago followed by 1200 Iranian figures whose
achievements in various fields of science, literature, philosophy, arts, medicine, engineering, and sports have influenced humanity far
beyond the borders of their glorious land. The book “Persian Nobles”, tries to reflect a brief information of what these Global
intellectuals did to the world around. This book represents more than 1,200 celebrities of This Land at home and abroad along with a
summary of their biographies who have always brought the message of peace and humanity of their nation to other people.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Slang idioms & Expressions-
English/Persian
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Ashrafi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Literature
Publish Date: 2017
77 Pages
Dimension: 23x16
ISBN: 978-600-98069-0-4



Book About:

None-native people generally experience a great deal of difficulty and face many problems in the process of learning expressions and
idioms because, in essence, a given expression or idiom may contain different meaning(s) comparing to the meanings of its components
individually ; so you can not tell the exact connotation of an idiom or expression by just translating the words and terms being used in it.
Idioms, for instance, don’t follow certain structures or general grammatical patterns. Although they may observe specific grammatical
rules expressing an exact connotation. One of the outstanding criteria of this collection is it’s particular classifications based on different
titles, facilitating the process of learning. Slang Idioms in this book are composed of verbs and nouns, adjectives and prepositions,
Idioms including “to be” verb(s), and also special phrases and Idioms with specific structures are classified and compiled based on their
titles driven from their messages. Here Expressions and idioms are divided into different parts; due to the informality, variation and
variety.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Classified & Common Proverbs-
English/persian
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Ashrafi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Literature
Publish Date: 2017
131 Pages
Dimension: 23x16
ISBN: 978-600-90116-9-8



Book About:

Proverbs are short and unique but comprehensive sayings which originally find their roots in the history or the background of a nation
and also are derived from the culture, arts and the richness of the language of such a nation. Proverbs also refer to the realities,
moralities, advice, awareness and thoughts of the ancestors which are reflectively manifested through scoffing, Satire, laughter,
metaphor, allusion and poetic talks and value(s) transferred, generation after generation. The oxford dictionary 2001 also defines a
proverb as: “a well- known phrase or sentence that gives advice or says something That is generally true; e.g.: waste not want not”. In
this Book: In this collection proverbs are compiled and classified into different titles which themselves are presented based on their
applications and the sort of messages they contain and convey. of course some of them are specially peculiar to one culture or a given
language while also used by other nations as well. Some proverbs are the same syntactically and semantically in both first language and
second language. “e.g.: all are not thieves that dog bark at”. In comparison, some other proverbs have different structures and
meanings but they have an equivalent in the first language; “e.g.: he is more catholic than the pop ”. Noticeably, other group of proverbs
have no equivalent in the first language and are quite specific by themselves and simply have to be translated into another language;
“e.g.: a small spark makes a great fire”. To further motivate learners of English language all the pictures, according to relevant titles,
have been designed.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Everyday Classified & Colloquial
Expressions-English/Persian
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Ashrafi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Literature
Publish Date: 2017
117 Pages
Dimension: 23x16
ISBN: 978-600-90116-8-1



Book About:

Idioms and expressions None-native people generally experience a great deal of difficulty and face many problems in the process of
learning expressions and idioms because, in essence, a given expression or idiom may contain different meaning(s) comparing to the
meanings of its components individually ; so you can not tell the exact connotation of an idiom or expression by just translating the
words and terms being used in it. Idioms, for instance, don’t follow certain structures or general grammatical patterns. Although they may
observe specific grammatical rules expressing an exact connotation. One of the outstanding criteria of this collection is it’s particular
classifications based on different titles, facilitating the process of learning. Colloquial Idioms in this book are composed of verbs and
nouns, adjectives and prepositions, Idioms including “to be” verb(s), and also special phrases and Idioms with specific structures are
classified and compiled based on their titles driven from their messages. Here Expressions and idioms are divided into different parts;
due to the informality, variation and variety.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Climax
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Ashrafi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Literature
Publish Date: 2011
270 Pages
Dimension: 23x16
ISBN: 964-91084-0-8



Book About:

Colloquial Idioms in this book are composed of verbs and nouns, adjectives and prepositions, Idioms including “to be” verb(s), and also
special phrases and Idioms with specific structures are classified and compiled based on their titles driven from their messages. Here
Expressions and idioms are divided into different parts; due to the informality, variation and variety.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Renowned Iranians-literature,
Philosophy..
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Mona Goodarzi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Iranology
Publish Date: 2017
154 Pages
Dimension: 29x21
ISBN: 978-600-98069-3-5



Book About:

The present publication is chiefly comprised of information about the Iranian figures whose achievements in various fields of science,
literature, philosophy have influenced humanity far beyond the borders of their glorious land.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Renowned Iranians-Civilizations
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Mona Goodarzi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Iranology
Publish Date: 2017
187 Pages
Dimension: 29x21
ISBN: 978-600-98069-2-8



Book About:

The present publication is chiefly comprised of information about Ancient Civilizations and Honors of Iran from Antiquity to Modernity.

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Renowned Iranians-Residing Abroad
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Ashrafi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Iranology
Publish Date: 2017
122 Pages
Dimension: 29x21
ISBN: 978-600-980-69-5-9



Book About:

An election of Accomplished Iranians Residing in Other Countries / Also Architect of Iran

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management/ Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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Renowned Iranians-Music Masters
Written by: Ahmad Lorestani
Illustrated by: Mona Goodarzi
Publisher: Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Category: Iranology
Publish Date: 2017
132 Pages
Dimension: 29x21
ISBN: 978-600-98069-6-6



Book About:

An election of Iranian music masters including Composers, Vocalists, music players, Radif experts, Music Researches & ...

Author About:

Ahmad Lorestani / Winner of National sign f Iran in the field of Ira's Civilizations and History / M.A holder in executive management-
Strategy / PHD Student In Trade Management / Researcher & Author of more than 8 books

Publisher Name:Asr-e-Gooyesh Publication
Address:Unit19, No.21, Cross 9th St. & Farahanipoor St., Tehran,Iran
Phone:02188103688
Email:asregooyeshpublication@yahoo.com
Fax:88724174
ManagingDirector:Ahmad Lorestani
Languages we correspond in: English
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